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Consulting Enginee
102 East 35th Street
New York 16, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 3-0100
EMBER 22, 1961

The Honorable Daniel Tyler, Jr., Chair nan

Mass Transportation Commission, m
120 Tremont Street,
Boston, Massachusett

Dear Mr. Tyler: I am pleased to submit herewith
which has been prepared in compliance with my agreemen
Mass Transportation Commission dated March 10, 1961

iv report

:id(very endcIn making this studv and
basit( i an accural v

i

dmg leasibi

ins tracks and right-of-way of the Boston and Maine
Background I

\ cor
ich hfeasibility study, each ol \

value of the proposed rapid

Data. (

Inasmuch as both freight and passen P
r er the same tracks, it is essential that freight operatior('rate over

1 be restricted to avoid interference with rapid trai
Conferences were held with officials of the Boston and

Maine Railroad
d to the nigl

ration. This will assure complete and uninterrupted rapid 41

Da
The data gathered were studied in detail. Especially valuable

were three reports of the Seminar Research Bureau of Bostor (

entitled “Travel in the Boston 1 1959-1980

v

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

COLONEL S. H. BINGHAM (RET
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Indicated Usage.

proposed extension passes andThe corridor through which the
the surrounding area are well populated and it is reasonable to
sume that the rapid transit facility envisaged in the Report of the

ted December 8, 1960, shouldMetropolitan Transit Authority
develop considerable patronage.

a

The experience of the Highland
Branch may be indicative of the results to be expected when this
extension is constructed.

Latent Patronage.

The area which would furnish the anticipated traffic on the ex-
expected to have a modest population growth in the

iture. The increase in riding potential would appear to be modes
on the basis of normal population growth. However, ththe initiation

i rapid transit service may spark both industrial and cornu
1 present anticipation. Itcial development of the ar

that is travel on the extemay produce impi
rd in the a.m. pealsion in the

p.m. pealird

r.

;d in the operation of the preustr

prepared on the basis of the op-posed extensi
rs during a weekday.erating cost of transporting 80,000 f

The results were computed on the as. umption that the fare would
remain at 20 cents and alternatively with the fare raised to 30 cents
and 40

After deduction of costs of operation, maintenance and annual
cost of debt service on the capital expenditure, the annual net was
estimated at $1,079,230 with a 20-cent fare, $1,618,845 with a 30-
cent fare and $2,1-58,460 with a 40-cent fare.

The assistance and cooperation of the General Manager, Mr.
T. J. McLernon and the Chief Engineer, Colonel E. B. Myott, and
his staff were especially helpful in the preparation of this report and
are sincerely appreciated.

pectful

S. H. Bingham.

H. BINGHAM.r

mbmitted,

park both
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SUMMARY OF THE REPORT BY THE MASS TRANS-
PORTATION COMMISSION TO THE GENERAL
COURT ON THE ENGINEERING FEASIBILITY OF
AN EXTENSION OF RAPID TRANSIT SERVICE
FROM SULLIVAN SQUARE IN BOSTON TO ROUTE 128
AT READING ALONG THE BOSTON AND MAINE

AILR OAD IHGHT-OF-WA Y.
*

This is a summary of the Mass Transportation Commission’s
report to the Governor and the General Court. This report wa
prepared by Dr. Joseph F. Maloney, Executive Director of the
Commissk

Phe report concludes that an engineering analysis bv Colon
H. Bingham and Associates of an earlier engineering study by tl

letropolitan Transit Authority establishes the engineering f
bilitv of an extension of VI. T. A. rapid transit service from Sullivar

Route 128 at Reading via the B. & M. right-of-w

This report concludes that the capital costs of such an extension
uld be $25.0 million, exclusive of acquisition of the right-of-wav

id costs of constructing suitable parking faciliti
This report further concludes that such an extension would I

r volumes of 60,000 or 80,000
trips a day are substantiated by further stud

The Commission recommends that there 1 final decision on
he completion ofision until

he following related matter

1. Pro ■T

Alternate extc routes
Cost and terms of acqu

4. Tor
5. Cost of alter

Manner

the additional studies recom-Ie Commission repor

mended are included in the $6.9 million integrated mass trans
portation demonstration and planning program jointly recom
mended by the M. T. C. and the Joint Special Legislative Reces

ml construction of the
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Committee on Transportation. The jointly recommended program
is fully described in other reports to be submitted this month to th
General Com

text of tinAttached to the Commissi( am
nal v

he -Mass 1 n xvrdl awarportation Cor issior

to the prmany statemc ton and Maine

Railroad that the Boston & Maine continue to bear the!(
bwburden of passenger service de erne

m ,predictions that the Boston & M ihandonnue

all its passenger services before the nd of 1
The 1945 Report of the Lcgisl; ve ComnAti n Kapid Irar

(Coolidge Commission) proposed
ice from Sullivan Square to Reac

rapid transit sere

he Boston & Maine righ
>f-wav. An extension to Readi regarded as being

logical as to be almost inev
Late in 1960, the engine polita

Authority, under the very able; d m of Colonel E. B. Myott,
completed a preliminary pr
Sullivan Square-Route 128

lor such
tension of the M. T. A. In

the Spring of 1961, the AI. T. C. re tained the professional enrinee
ing services of Colonel S. H. Bingl and Associates to review the
M. T. A. preliminary projectioi nd to report on the er
feasibility, probable, capital cost and probable operating costs

of the engineering analysis 1such an extension. The full text
Colonel S. H. Bingham and ates is attached to this Commis
sion report as Appe

In forwarding this Bingham er ■Bring analysis, the Mass T
portation Commissioi
ceed to discuss authc

that the General Court pro-
uss authorizing and directing the construction of t!

extension. This Commission belie 1
should be carefully studied befor

that many additional matters
i(

reached i
Passenger Yolvm

The Bingham survey is an analysis of engineering and operating
aspects only. For the purpose of projecting probable operating
costs, certain levels of passenger traffic were assumed. While thisc
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Commission believes those assumptions to be reasonable in the light
of existing knowledge, the Commission also believes that further
studies should now be undertaken in great detail to establish proba-
ble levels of passenger volume in a more scientific manner.

Operating costs have been projected on the hypothesis of totals of
60,000 and 80,000 passenger trips daily for 300 days a year.

The original Coolidge Commission report assumed that it would
be reasonable to anticipate an increase of 12 per cent to 15 per cent
in total M. T. A. traffic from an extension. Since the passenger count

the M. T. A. was 745,000 for December 7, 1960, an increase of
*BO,OOO a day is in keeping with the 12 per cent guide used in the

Codidge projections.
The increase in the use of the Riverside line from 3,500 to 30,000 as

a result of the utilization of the B. & A. right-of-wav by the M. T. A.
is comparable to the projected increase from 6,500 to 60,00 to 80,000
for a Reading extension.

The North Terminal Area Study Group, whose final report

comprehensive $85,000 studies will be published in a brief while,
believes that a rapid transit extension to Route 128 and Reading
would carry between 110,000 and 125,000 passengers daily by 1980,
and that such an extension should be designed for a daily capacity
load of 150,000 passengers.

The Commonwealth would be prudent, however, if it first had
completed a modern economic feasibility analysis that would include
a more precisely scientific study of “marketability” or probable
passenger traffic volumes, before a commitment is made for the
capital investment of more than $22 million.

Additional Subjects for Study.

Before any final decision is made on actual construction, there
are many subjects to be studied in addition to this engineering
feasibilitv study.

Passenaer Volume. There should be a detailed analysis of the
•probable levels of passenger volume, including traffic origin and

destination studies, traffic pattern analyses and the impact of
future highway construe

Routes. The North Station Terminal Area Group
Studies will indicate that consideration should also be given to re-
moving the elevated structure between North Station and Sullivan
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%

Square, and that there be additional re-routing of the rapid transit
service between Haymarket Square and the vicinity of Sullivan
Square, including a new crossing of the Charles River

Clearlv, no determination of the final route of such an extension
should be made until the alternate routings have been carefully

iered
Acquisition of Right-of-Way. There should be at least pn

liminarv discussions with the officials of the Boston and Maine
Railroad in an effort to establish the cost of acquiring the B. & M

red that there would be no diffiright-of-way. It has been establis
culty in accommodating the B. &

hours. But, there have been ne
B. & M. would retain actual own

M. freight traffic in the off-peak'
discussions as to whether the

>vnership or a permanent easement
for freight purpi

Colonel Bingham recommends a4. Terminal Facilities. While
parking lot for 3,500 cars at the R
no study of the costs of acquiring
constructing and operating such a
have been no discussions with sr

(cute 128 terminal, there has been
the necessary land or the costs of

a parking facility. Further, there
uch private bus operators as the

Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway Company as to their use of
the Route 128 terminal in providing feeder bus services. Such
studies should be speedily completed.

5. Cost of Alternatives. Before making any final commitment
for capital expenditures, the community might well wish to be in-
formed of both the costs and benefits, both from providing the ex-
tension and from failure to provide for mass transportation facilities
in this portion of the region. The direct costs of construction might
be much less than the economic damage and the stunting of economic
growth arising from a decision not to construct. The indirect bene-
fits, such as higher real estate values and less traffic congestion on
the inter-urban highways and streets, might be far greater than the
direct costs.

6. Manner of Financing. Such an extension would go beyond
the present boundaries of the Metropolitan Transit District. Should
the M. T. A. district be extended? Should a new district, similar
to the South Shore Transportation District, be established? Since
we are not now under the time pressure as we were in meeting the
federal court’s rulings relative to the completion of the exercise of
the Old Colony option, should there not be extensive studies of the
area to be benefited bv the extension? A careful study should also
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be made of the possibilities of utilizing federal assistance for the
capital costs if the present Congress or the next Congress adopts
any such measures.

Completion of Additional Studi

The completion of all the additional studies mentioned above a
well as many other related studies are included in the joint proposal
by the Joint Special Legislative Recess Committee on Transporta-
tion and the Mass Transportation Commission, that the M. T. C.

a $6.9 million integrated mass transportation demonstra-
tion and planning program, to be financed by $4.6 million ofFederal
Housing and Home Finance Administration grants and $2.3 million
of Commonwealth funds, to be appropriated over this and the next
fiscal year. This program would be completed by June 30, 1963.
Many of the individual studies included, however, might well be
completed before that date. (This joint proposal is fully described
in other reports to be submitted this month to the General Court.)

Conclusion

The Mass Transportation Commission believes that the attached
engineering analysis by Colonel S. H. Bingham and Associates es-

iblishes the engineering feasibility of an extension of M. T. A.
n Square to Route 128 at Reading
that the capita! costs of such an
and that if the probable passenger
:>r 80,000 trips a day such an ex-

via the B. &. M. right-of-way,
extension would be $25.0 million
volume would b ; either 60,000
tension would be self-sustaining xclusive of any consideration of
costs of acquisition of the right-of-way and the costs of constructing
and maintaining suitable parking facilities.

rapid transit service from Sulliv

4
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MASS TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION,
120 TREMONT STREET,

BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

For Further Information:
Dr. Joseph F. Maloney,
Executive Director. $
Office: HA 6-501

Res.: AS 7-57 C

EEPOI T ON

Bv

Colonel S. H. Bingham (AXIS, Ret
Consulting Engineer

New Yobk, New York

Authorization

The agreement between the Mass Transportation Commission
and Colonel S. H. Bingham (AUS, Ret.), Consulting Engineers,
dated March 10, 1961, authorized the preparation of a study and
report on the Report of the Metropolitan Transit Authority dated
December 8, 1960, on the proposed extension of the Metropolitan
Transit Authority’s service from the Sullivan Square Station of the
Transit System to a terminal station at Route 128 at Wakefield-
Reading.

Scope.

The services to be furnished by
report are summarized as follows:

the consultant in his study and

I. Review the Report of the Metropolitan Transit Authority dated December 8.

STATION TO A TERMINAL STATION AT ROUTE 128 IN
READING OVER TRACKS AND RIGHT-OF-WAY OF THE

C&e Commontoealtl) of S@aosaclnisctto

PROPOSED EXTENSION OF RAPID TRANSIT SERVICE BY
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT AUTHORITY FROM SULLIVAN SQUARE

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

1960, dealing with the extension of the M. T. A. service from Sullivan Square
Station to Route 128 at Reading by way of the existing tracks and right-of-way
of the Boston and Maine Railro;
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11. Make physical examination and render an opinion with respect to the
utility and adaptability to rapid transit operation of existing Boston and Maine
facilities.

111. Make an appraisal, based on existing data, of present operations of the
Boston and Maine Railroad in relation to the developing rapid transit needs of
the affected areas.

IV. On the basis of the design of transit facilities, review and submit an opinion
on conditions under which freight service of the Boston and Maine Railroad may
continue after rapid transit operations are initiated.

V. Review the recommendations made with regard to proposed additional fa-
cilities and appraise their interrelated efficiency and adequacy.

VI. Submit opinions and appraisals, where pertinent, with regard to:
”

(a) Estimated scheduled running time.
( b ) Estimated project cost.
(c) Conclusions.
VII. State estimated effect of this proposal on the North Station area and

Lechmere Viaduct.

I.

Review of the Metropolitan Transit Authority Report op

December 8, 1960, on the Extension of the M. T. A.
Service from Sullivan Square Station to Route 128 at

Reading by Way of the existing Tracks and Right-of-
Way of the Boston and Maine Railroad.

The Report of the Metropolitan Transit Authority dated De-
cember 8, 1960, was thoroughly studied and reviewed. Additional
data and information were gathered, which were not available at

lade, and as a result a few modifi-the time the M. T. A. report wa
cations were suggested herein.

m in the operation of a rapid(a) One important considerate
transit line is the comfort of the
end it is desirable to have as few
wherever curves are essential the

passengers transported. To that
curves as possible in the line and
radii used should be as large as
ygested that a study of alignment
feasibility of making a physical

possible. For that reason it is su
and grades be made and of the

VI. T. A. and the tracks of the Bos-
Lximately where Arlington Avenue
Boston and Maine tracks which arc

■connection of the tracks of the M
ton and Maine at a point approx
if extended, would intersect the B
to be used for the proposed Read
nection in this vicinity would have
ture of about 270° from the operr
total length of the line. The radii

iding extension. To make the con-
ve the virtue of eliminating a curva-
mating tracks and would reduce the
iius at the connection may be made
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large enough to permit operation at high speed. The present layout
requires restrictive speeds. This recommendation may make neces-
sary considerable reconstruction of the existing viaduct structure
unless it is found feasible to eliminate some of the elevated stor
tracks

This suggestion would reduce running time and effect significant
savings in track and car maintenance charges

Additional storage may be provided beyond the terminal station
at Route 128, to reduce non-revenue car mileag

The modification of the entire Sullivan Square area should be*
made part of a general study of the North Terminal Area.

(b) It is also suggested that the terminal station at Route 128
designed with one island platform. This would provide tl
with two terminal pockets. In the event that it became necessary
to hold a train in one pocket for any reason, the other pocket would
be available,

The train storage area would be accessible from either pocke
A diamond crossover at the south end of the station would provide

access to either pocket for incoming trains, and to the westerly track
for city bound trains. This would eliminate a run north of the st
tion for return switching. This type of terminal would require all
passengers to use the overpass to reach the platform from the drop
ff location at the bus station or the automobile parking areas and

would prevent the automobile users from crowding the parking ar
on the side of the outgoing platform

With overhead catenary power supply the height of an overpass
would be higher than in the case of a third rail power supply and
for that reason it may be desirable to provide escalators, one each
for the east and west side parking areas and bus station and on
for the island platform. This would entail the expense of operator
and maintaining these escalators

It is expected that the terminal station at Route 128 would
rsed bv a greater number of passengers than any other station on
the extension. However, fast escalators with a higher capacity than
fairways would assure satisfactory traffic flow. Should it be dc

sired initially to avoid the cost of installing these escalators it is
recommended that provision for their installation be made for future
consideration. With an island platform station the gauntlet tracks1

would be placed easterly of the main tracks instead of westerly a
shown in the M. T. A. report but would not otherwise be affected
It mav be desirable to provide '‘drop off” locations on both the
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easterly and westerly sides of the terminal station to accommodate
those passengers who are transported to the station by others. The
cost would be negligible.

(c) The schedule of operation in the M. T. A. report calls for
6-car trains between Sullivan Square and Dudley Station and 4-car
trains between Sullivan Square and Route 128. Estimates of traffic
indicate there would be a considerable number of standees in the
cars on the proposed extension. Inasmuch as passengers from Sul-
livan Square and other stations closer to the central business district
of Boston would stand only for a very short time it appears to be
desirable to operate all 6-car trains to Route 128 thus making more
seats available to those who travel the longest time and saving the
cost of breaking the train. Should this be decided upon it would be
necessary to increase the length of all station platforms on the pro-
posed extension to a length sufficient to accommodate 6-car trains.
The increase in cost would be a minor consideration.

Upon Physical Examination, Opinion with Respect to the
Utility and Adaptability to Rapid Transit Operation of
Existing Boston and Maine Facilities.

The utility and adaptability of the Boston and Maine facilities
will be discussed under the various headings as listed below.
Right-of-Way

In the development of a new system or extension of an existing
transit system the greatest problem is to locate and acquire a right-
of-way.

The dislocation of commercial operations and displacement of
people present exceedingly difficult economic, political and public
relations problems. Any attempts at their resolution inevitably
arouse active opposition by the people directly involved.

When these difficulties are added to the problems of convincing
the general public of the desirability and need for rapid transit
operations, the entire project frequently becomes practically im-
possible and at best involves many delays.

The availability of a continuous right-of-way without dislocations
of commercial operations or displacement of people is without ques-
tion one of the greatest available assets for the proposed extension
from Sullivan Square to Route 128.

11.
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Although curves and grades are involved, the track alignment
both horizontally and vertically, within the limits of the Boston and
Maine property, will be greatly superior to the alignment of the
existing rapid transit line between Sullivan Square and Forest Hills.

The average distance between stations on the extension is far
greater than the rest of the line. This will permit allowable operat-
ing speeds, with safety and rider comfort, to be higher than those
between Sullivan Square and Forest Hills.
Fences.

The condition of existing fences along the Boston and Maine
right-of-way varies from good to poor. A moderate amount of re-
placement may be satisfactory for rapid transit operation. It is
estimated the cost would be less than $5,000.

The responsibility of the Boston and Maine has been vague and
differs from point to point depending upon the provisions set up in
its original acquisition of the right-of-way. The policy of the Boston
and Maine, with respect to fences has been to maintain only such
fences as they are forced, by law or special action, to maintain in
condition. This is the common policy of many railroads particularly
when dictated by financial stringencies.

The catenary power supply system proposed for this extension
would reduce the hazards normally present with a third rail power
supply system. For that reason, the existing fencing, with a moder-
ate amount of replacement, will be sufficient for operation of this
extension.

A third rail power supply is now used for operation of the Forest
Hills-Everett line and all cars are equipped with contact "shoes”.
It is considered undesirable to use a third rail power supply on the
proposed extension to Reading; therefore, an overhead catenary
system will be used.

This will require all new cars to be equipped with both a contact
“shoe” and a pantograph contact device. It will be necessary to
install pantograph contact devices on all cars which operate on this
line at present. The estimate contains provision for the cost of
these installations.

The existing cuts, fills, embankments, ditches and drainage are
adequate for rapid transit operation. At a few locations some

Grading.

Alignment.
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improvement would be desirable but the problem is not a major
one.

A minor problem is that of brush outside the track area and weed
growth in the track, shoulder and ditch areas. Brush, trees and
other woody growth should be removed for the entire width of the
right-of-way and its regrowth prevented by a proper program of
chemical inhibition. The weed growth which is luxuriant at some
points can be readily eliminated and its recurrence prevented by
an actively pursued program of chemical weed elimination.

Track
The track structure is in good condition and well maintained.

Rail is largely 115-lb. with some 112-lb., all with 4 hole joints. Rail
end batter is slight and the head of the rail, gauge corner, etc.,
are in good condition.

Crossties and switch timber are treated and in good condition.
Due to the cycle system of maintenance used by the Boston and
Maine some ties are currently in poor condition waiting for the
next cycle. Replacement would be desirable from the standpoint
of appearance but is not necessary for safety.

Some resurfacing should be done together with some gauging but
no work is needed from a safety standpoint.

The recommended butt welding of all rail would be desirable
from the point of view of comfort of riders and reduction of noise,
both for riders and those in areas abutting the property.

Track Bridqe

Track bridges are in good condition and adequate for rapid
transit operation.

The drawbridge over Mystic River known as Draw 8 will neces-
sarily be interlocked with the signal system. However, it should
receive further consideration and an effort be made to eliminate it
as a drawbridge which may prevent occasional delays to rapid
transit operation.

The only known commercial traffic is petroleum products, largely
fuel oil to a location immediately upstream. This could be readily
accommodated by pumping and berthing facilities downstream from
Draw 8 and pipes under the tracks.

The Metropolitan District Commission is studying the installa-
tion of a dam and lock downstream from Draw 8. The purpose is to
hold water above the dam at about half tide level to improve up-
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stream conditions particularly in the Medford Square area. Elimi-
nation of commercial traffic would permit the size of the lock to
be i educed with consequent economies. With water held at half
tide level the provision of a boat channel span approximately 20
feet long, with a floor of minimum depth, all but the larger pleasure
boats would be accommodated. The benefit to the public from
uninterrupted rapid transit operation should outweigh the restric-
tion on size of pleasure boats which would affect only a few persons.

Highway Bridges

The bridges carrying highways over the Boston and Maine rail-
road are currently in adequate condition. The maintenance is now
divided on various bases between the railroad and several public
authorities.

The example established on the Highland Branch should be fol-
lowed and the rapid transit operation relieved of the responsibility.

There are twelve highway crossings at grade
One at Wellington should be closed and eliminated in the near

future under a co-operative plan developed by the Boston and
Maine and the city of Medford.

Seven are protected automatic half gates, bells, flashing lights
and signs. Four are protected by manually operated gates. In-
stallations of automatic protection at these locations have been
deferred because of traffic problems in the adjoining streets.

These problems could readily be solved by traffic control systems
interlocked with automatic crossing protection. As a public
authority it should be possible to obtain co-operation from the
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities and the various
municipalities to permit the installation of automatic protection.

At all of these locations the automatic protection should be inter-
locked with the signal system controlling the rapid transit operation.

Consideration should be given to providing cutouts for emer-
gency use by police officers to stop the rapid transit operation in
case of major emergency.

The present railroad signal system is designed for railroad opera-
tion. As it exists it would not be satisfactory for rapid transit
operation. The complete new signal system proposed in the

Highway Crossings.

Signal System.
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M. T. A. report would be adequate for rapid transit operation. It is
described as follows;

“Proposed Signal and Interlocking.
“The proposed line signaling and track switch interlocking will

provide for regular transit operation and also for joint use of certain
tracks by the M. T. A. for transit operation from early morning
until about midnight and by the Boston and Maine Railroad for
freight operation during the early morning hours.

“New automatic block signaling will provide for 4 or 6 car trains
$ operating at intervals of six minutes with suitable allowances in the

design for operating at shorter intervals when necessary.
“Interlocking installations required for transit operation will

consist of new track switching for the connection to the main line
at Sullivan Square, including necessary crossovers required for
turning back trains; drawbridge protection for the Mystic River
drawbridge; turn back track switching in the vicinity of Oak Grove;
turn back and yard switching at the Route 128 terminal and turn
back track switching at Dudley Street.

“Interlocking for freight operation will require connecting track
switching at Wellington, Wakefield Junction and Route 128. All
freight tracks, both connecting and siding, will be equipped with
railroad type hand throw switch stands, mechanical derails, electric
locking and switch position circuit controllers interlocked with the
signal system.

“Mechanical train stops will have to be cleared for freight opera-
tion. Freight trains will operate on train orders from the Railroad
Dispatcher and on switch position indicators, but without reference
to automatic block signal indication.

“This type of railroad signaling places the entire responsibility
for the safe operation of the train upon the engineer and fireman
in the cab of the railroad train. It does not lend itself to and is not
an approved method for rapid transit type train operation.

“For rapid transit operation, there is only one man in the cab
and it is practically mandatory to provide automatic train stops to
assure against rear-end collisions. The use of automatic train stops
requires an adequate stopping distance beyond the signals. Also it
is customary in rapid transit signals to provide a clear or proceed
signal even when running on minimum headway, whereas on railroad
commuter service with two men watching the signals and the track
ahead, trains may operate on restrictive signal indications during
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peak hours. In addition, it is customary for rapid transit to provide
entering and leaving signals for each station stop in order to permit
closer operation and to provide three aspect signal indication rather
than four.

“A signal layout for rapid transit requires shorter blocks and
a greater number of signals. It would be impractical and uneconom-
ical to attempt to expand and rebuild the existing railroad block
signal system for transit use.”

“The automatic block signaling between the Mystic River Draw-
bridge and the proposed terminal station at Route 128 is a four
aspect searchlight system with direct current storage battery track
and line circuits. There are 11 block signals on the outbound track
and nine on the inbound. The average block length is approxi-
mately 4,000 feet. The layout of the signaling is based primarily on
providing information to trains which require stopping distances of
from approximately 2,500 to 6,000 feet according to allowed speeds.
It also provides for commuter trains at closer headways operating on
restricted speed signal indications. There is no provision for auto-
matic stopping of trains and, thence, no safety overlap or stopping
distance beyond a stop signal.

“The use of movable platform devices and gauntlet tracks will
require that these installations be interlocked with the new signal
system for transit operation and with position indicators for freight
operation.

“The Wellington Drawbridge will require centralized control
from Tower A of signaling, protective devices and train operation
between Sullivan Square and Wellington Station. The drawbridge
will be operated by a drawtender at the bridge as it is now operated.

“It is proposed that at Route 128 Station routine turn switching
(back) will be made automatic. Other track switching for trains to
and from the storage yard will be controlled at the Signal Tower.

“Turn back track switching at Tower F, Dudley Street, will be
automatic with a programmed schedule for automatic ring-off of
leaving trains.

“The line signaling has been estimated on the basis of standard
three aspect, red-yellow-green, rapid transit type signaling with
electromechanical train stops and with double rail, impedance,
bond, track circuits similar to the new signaling on the Cambridge-
Dorchester Line.

“Existing Signal System.
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“Studies now underway undoubtedly will indicate the desirability
of automatic train operation in the future, but no estimates of cost
of such operation are available and, therefore, no such allowances
are included in this report.

“All transit track switches will be equipped with snow melters
and it is possible that the platform extenders may require some type

Provision has been made fo
Ipfable extending from Sullivan !

of the line. Dispatcher phone,
freight sidings and at stations,
vided between towers at Sullivi
Communication service will ah
Drawbridge and for Starters, Y

Square Terminal the entire length
; will be required at fifteen R.R
Direct communication will be pro

an Square and Route 128 Station,
so be provided at the Wellington

rd Masters and at service build-
The cable will have suffic ■ent spare capacity tor von

the future and for public addres:nels which may be required in
systems, if desired.”
Statior.

The report discusses proposal
operation. They are as follow
“Existino Stations.

at Malden, Wyoming, Melrose,
ild. There is a shelter at Green-

“There are existing stations
Melrose Highlands and Wakefr
wood. The stations at Malder
while the stations at Melrose,
are of wood frame construction
to good condition. All of the fix

. and Wyoming are built of brick
Melrose Highlands and Wakefield

\ll of the structures are in fair
i stations have been sold in recent
amount of land at each station.ars, including a considerable

The lailroad in practically all cases has retained waiting and toilet
rooms and a ticket office at each station. The ownership of the
shelter at Greenwood has been retained bv the Railroad.

“Alterations and Additions at Stations.

“It will be necessary to do a large amount of construction work
at all of the existing stations and at new stations in order to make
full use of existing facilities and to construct high level platforms
with necessary entrances and exits suitable for rapid transit use.
The work involved at each station is described below.

of heating for snow melting.
“ Communications

an M. T. A. owned commui

for stations for new rapid transit
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“Wellington Station.
“This station is located at the site of the former B. & M. station

in the Wellington District of Medford just northerly of the Revere
Beach Parkway. There is a closely built-up residential section on
the westerly side of the right of way and a rapidly growing indus-
trial section on the easterly side of the right-of-way.

“At this station the B. & M. will operate day and night freight
on a track easterly of the outbound rapid transit track, and westerly
of the inbound rapid transit track.

“The freight tracks will require the station to be designed for
a center platform. An overhead bridge with a fare collection roomf
and stairs extending from each side of the right-of-way and to the
center platform will be provided at the northerly end of the station
near Fifth Street.

“The center platform will have a canopy supported by single col-
umns in the center of the platform and with strategically located
center windbreaks.

“A busway and platform has been provided on the west side of
the station along Cradock Street to serve buses which may be routed
to the station from the Fellsway.

“Edgeworth Station.
“This station is located at the site of the former B. & M. station

on Medford Street in Malden and has residential and industrial
properties on both sides of the right of way.

“The station is designed with separate inbound and outbound
platforms reached from Medford Street by a ramp up to the inbound
platform and stairs up to the outbound platform. Separate auto-
matic fare collection and exit facilities will be located at the entrance
to each platform with the minimum of collection facilities for the
out-bound platform.

“Fare collection facilities will be enclosed and each platform will
be sheltered by a cantilever type

“As B. & M. freight trains v
canopy.
ill operate on the outbound track
rapid transit trains are not operat-
ic of the greater width of freight

luring periods when the M. T. A
ng, it will be necessary, becau

cars, to install centrally controlled air-operated hinged platform
extenders which will provide operating clearance when raised for the
freight train operation. The B. & M. will operate local day and
night freight trains easterly of the station on a separate track to
serve industrial plants in this location.
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“Malden Station.
“The existing B. & M. R.R. Malden station will be removed and

new transit station facilities will be built. This is an important
station as it is located in a closely built-up residential section of
single and multiple dwellings with a few apartment houses and it is
also near the business section in the center of Malden.

“The station is located a short distance northerly of Pleasant
Street and is accessible thereto by Summer Street on the westerly
side and Florence Street on the easterly side.

“Provisions have been made for a bus loop on the inbound side of
the station, as it is expected a large amount of feeder traffic now
carried by the M. T. A. to Everett will be carried to the Malden
Station.

“A building for housing fare collection equipment and a waiting
room will be built along the inbound track with stairs connecting to
the existing underpass owned by the city of Malden. Automatic
fare collection equipment and exit turnstiles will be provided at each
platform. It is proposed to remove the existing canopies in order
to make room for higher canopies required over the new high level
platforms.

“As B. & M. freight trains will operate on the outbound track
when the M. T. A. rapid transit trains are not operating, it will be
necessary, because of the greater width of the freight cars, to install
centrally controlled air-operated hinged platform extenders.

“A new station is to be built on Washington Street in the Oak
Grove section of Malden approximately 600 feet northerly from the
old Oak Grove Station built by the B. &M. Railroad. This station
is near the Malden-Melrose boundary.

“The station will have separate inbound and outbound platforms
with an underpass connecting them together. The fare collection
equipment will be housed and canopies will be provided over the
platforms. Access ramps and stairways will be provided from the
parking area proposed to be built along the easterly side of the right-
of-way.

“As in the case of stations previously described herein, it will be
necessary to install hinged platform extenders to provide freight
clearance when they are lowered for the operation of freight trains
on the outbound track when the rapid transit cars are not operating.

“Oak Grove Station
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Wyoming Station is located in he densely populated residential
'Utherlv of Wyoming AvenuWyoming section of Melrose, just

It is proposed to utilize the sting B. & M. station structure
which is now privately owned fo: use as a waiting room and for

The station is heated and ishousing fare collection faciliti
pupped with toilet facilities. Separate inbound and outbound

1 walkways to Wyoming Avenueplatforms with necessary stairs an
be built as shown on the plan

equipped with hinged platform
perating freight trains.

The outbound platform will 1
riders to provide clearance for
Phe existing platform canop will be removed and new canopie

at a higher level will be provided wer the rapid transit platforms.

Melrose Statior

"The Melrose Station is located in the central part of the
just southerly of West Emerson Street.

“This part of Melrose is built
usual amount of commercial pr
suburban community.

up solidly with residences and the
rperties located in the center of a

“It is proposed to utilize the
which is now privately owned for use as a waiting room and to house
the inbound fare collection facilities. This station is heated and is
equipped with toilet facilities.

“Separate inbound and outbound platforms will be built. Fare
collection and exit turnstile equipment will be provided at the
northerly end of the outbound pi
southerly end of the platform.

“As in the case of other stati
hinged platform extenders will bt
form to provide clearance when tl
freight trains.

Ms previously described herein,
installed on the outbound plat-
ey are raised for the operation of

“The existing high level canopies will be removed and new can-
des built over the new high level transit platforms.
“There will be small parking areas provided for on each side of

the right of way.

“Melrose Highlands Station.
“The Melrose Highlands Station will serve the Melrose High-

lands section of Melrose. It is located just northerly of Franklin
Street along Marvin Road. It is proposed to utilize the existing

xisting B. & M. station structure

form with exit equipment at th
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station structure which is now privately owned for use as a waiting
room and to shelter the inbound fare collection facilities.

“Separate inbound and outbound high level platforms will be
built. The outbound platform will have an automatic fare collection
turnstile at the southerly end and exit turnstiles will be installed
at both ends of the outbound platform. It will be necessary to in-
stall hinged platform extenders on the outbound platform as de-
scribed for other stations.

“It will also be necessary to remove the existing high canopies
in order to make room for the canopies over the high level platforms.

“Greenwood Station.

“It is proposed to build a rapid transit station just northerly
of Greenwood Street in the southerly part of Wakefield. The
B. &M. formerly operated a station in this vicinity. The station
will consist of separate inbound and outbound platforms with fare
collection equipment and exit turnstiles at the southerly end of each
of the platforms, suitably housed and with connecting stairs and
walkways to Greenwood Street.

“As in the case of the other stations previously described herein,
it will be necessary to install hinged platform extenders at the out-
bound platform to provide sufficient clearance for freight train
operation.

“The Wakefield Station is located between Albion and Chestnut
streets with Tuttle Street adjoining the station on the westerly side
of the right-of-way and North Avenue on the easterly side of the
right-of-way.\

“The B. & M. built a new station at this location recently which
it is proposed to utilize and add to it as necessary for housing fare
collection equipment and suitable access stairs to the inbound plat-
form.

“Separate inbound and outbound platforms will be built with
canopies and rooms for housing fare collection equipment and exit
turnstiles.

“The B. & M. llailroad insists on reserving the right to provide
for the operation of king-size freight movements from Wakefield
junction northerly. Therefore, it is proposed to construct a gauntlet
track along the outbound track at this station to provide the clear-
ance required by the Railroad.

“Wakefield Station
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Route 128 Stall
“Route 128 Station will be located southerly of Route 128 and

will consist of separate inbound and outbound platforms connected
together by an overhead bridge. There will be waiting rooms on
both platforms with room for concessions and booths for other transit
companies operating bus lines. Toilet rooms will also be provided
as well as an employees’ lobby.

It is proposed to install an escalator extending from the out-
bound platform to the overhead bridge

“This station has been designed to the large parking area
proposed to be built on the easterly side of the station and in th
future a parking area on the westerly side of the station.

“It is proposed to install an outbound gauntlet track at thi
tation to provide clearance for railroad freight cars.”

General.

Some modifications and rearrangement of existing tracks and the
addition of new facilities will be required.

It is apparent that the necessary work to create the extension
would be minor compared to construction and expenditure that
would be required to construct an entirely new rapid transit ex-
tension.

\PPRAISAL, BASED ON‘EXISTING DATA, OF PRESENT OPERATIONS
of the Boston and Maine Railroad in relation to the

DEVELOPING RAPID TRANSIT NEEDS OF THE AFFECTED AREAS.

Present Operation

The present train service provided by the Boston and Maine
Railroad between Boston and Reading and intermediate points con-
sists of 26 weekday trains from Reading to Boston from 5:40 a.m.
to 11:10 p.m. and 26 weekday trains from Boston to Reading from
6:36 a.m. to 11:40 p.m. Inbound trains operate in quick succession
in the morning rush hour period as do the outbound trains in the
afternoon rush hour period. At other times hourly service is
provided.

Service Patterns

This pattern of service is based on the availability of equipment,
the turnaround and servicing requirements of the self-propelled

111.
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equipment, and the need to provide a service under railroad con-
ditions of operation at a minimum cost, public regulation, and labor
agreements. It is based on offering a basic service to meet the
proved needs of the people using it.

A major factor in limiting demands for the service, and thus
tailoring its pattern, is the high rate of fare necessarily charged as
compared to the usual levels of fares on rapid transit operations.

It may be stated categorically that the present service provided
by the Boston and Maine Railroad and the level of patronage it
receives is in only a small degree representative of the potential

W rapid transit patronage which now exists without regard to future
development of the communities

The railroad now attracts a large number of patrons from points
north of Reading but these are restricted by many adverse influences.
Among them are the restricted facilities for parking, the incon-
venience in getting to stations from Route 128 and the deterrent
of a walk and a rapid transit fare in Boston added to an expensive
railroad trip.

Similar Extension

Alien the East Boston rapid transit line was extended to Wonder-
land Station there was an immediate influx of patrons. Full ca-
pacity of the parking lot was soon reached and further development
of this patronage has been restricted by its small size.

When the Highland Branch was opened to Riverside it was pro-
vided with many more parking areas. It is understood that this
line, although not equipped with conventional rapid transit equip-
ment, is now carrying ten times the passengers formerly using the
railroad service.

It may be argued that the fact that the railroad service to Reading
has two to three times the number of patrons, and offers more fre-
quent and better service in better equipment, would indicate that
the increase in patronage would not be as dramatic as that of the
Highland Branch.

£ On the other side of the argument is the fact that public trans-
portation in the Reading area other than rail is inadequate or non-
existent. The areas north of the Route 128 terminus are more
densely populated than the areas beyond Riverside Station, par-
ticularly when the satellite cities of Lowell, Lawrence and Haver-
hill are considered.

The future development of the affected areas appears highly
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promising if rapid transit operation would be provided. Along the
line of the extension much of the residential area is composed of one
or two-family dwellings. With an intelligent interest on the part
of the communities much of this would develop into apartment
dwellings with higher population density and increased patronage
for the extension.

Review and Opinion, based on the Design of Transit Facili-
ties, on Conditions under which Freight Service of the
Boston and Maine Railroad may continue after Rapid
Transit Operations are initiated.

Freight Problem
freight service of the Boston and
it operation is initiated, is divided

The problem of continuing th
Maine Railroad, after rapid trar

,vith varying requireminto three geographical territor
ritv and logical development theconditions. In the interest of cl

will be discussed separately

Territory I. Mystic River to Edgeworth

In this territory the Boston and Maine Railroad has a large num-
ber of industries requiring freight service.

On the easterly (outbound) side is the so-called Boulevard Track
Leading from this is a run-around track and seven industrial track:
south of Edgeworth Station and an extensive layout of industrial
tracks leading from an extension of this track north of Edgeworth
Station.

It is proposed that the connection from the Boston and Maine
Railroad’s use of the rapid transit tracks for freight service be
made from this track at a point south of Edgeworth Station.

On the westerly side is the so-called Medford Track, now ending
at Wellington Station, the Medford Branch, which has numerous
industrial tracks, and a spur track serving industries to a point
slightly south of Edgeworth Station. It is proposed to make track
changes at Wellington to make this entire track layout independent
of, and without connection to, the rapid transit track facilities.

In this territory the amount of freight traffic handled, the num-
ber and nature of the industries served together with their require-
ments for service, make it imperative that there be no material
change in the service now afforded to them. It is proposed that the

IV.
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Boston and Maine will continue service essentially as at present
over these tracks without using or occupying any of the tracks or
facilities of the rapid transit system or interfering with its operations.

The only effect upon the rapid transit facilities and operations
will be at Wellington Station. With other Boston and Maine Rail-
road tracks and freight operations on both sides of the rapid transit
tracks, this station must necessarily be an island platform and lo-
cated between the rapid transit tracks. Access to the platform by
patrons will necessarily be by an overhead bridge with stairways
at each end.

W In view of the numerous industrial operations in the near vicin-
ity and the extensive residential area lying to the west, this sta-
tion should floe in a location which would be attractive to many
patrons. If feeder bus lines, now operating from Sullivan Square
to Medford Square, West Medford, and Winchester areas were
operated to this station, there would be a considerable reduction
in travel time and a substantial reduction in traffic congestion in
the streets leading to Sullivan Square. There should be more than
sufficient patronage at this Wellington Station to warrant the in-
stallation of escalators.

In brief, Territory I presents no appreciable problem in the op
eration of a Boston and Maine freight service which, furthermore
does not interfere with rapid transit operations.

Territory 11. Edgeworth to Wakefield Junction.
In this territory the Boston and Maine Railroad has some in-

dustries and shippers who must be served. However, the amount
of traffic, the number of industries and their requirements for serv-
ice are much less exigent than in Territory I.

Sidetracks must be served on both easterly and westerly sides
of the location at Oak Grove; on the easterly side at Melrose; on
the easterly side between Melrose and Melrose Highlands; on the
easterly side between Melrose Highlands and Greenwood; on the
westerly side at Wakefield Junction; and on the easterly side a

4 connection to the so-called Newburyport Branch at Wakefield
Junction.

Freight handled in this territory is largely in box cars and coal
cars. No unusual clearance problems beyond those for ordinary
freight car equipment are involved.

The relatively low height of rapid transit cars, the practical con-
siderations involved in keeping to moderate dimensions the panto-
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graphs and associated devices for picking up power for propulsion,
and the limited clearances available under existing overhead high-
way bridges make it essential that the overhead catenary system
for power distribution be held to a minimum height above the top
of the rail.

After careful consideration of these conditions by the operating
and engineering personnel of the Boston and Maine Railroad it has
been concluded that operation of freight equipment by the Boston
and Maine Railroad should not be attempted when the catenary
system is energized. They further consider that with the limited,
demand for service the necessary operations could be completed
less than five hours. The transit authorities have concluded that
there would be little or no demand for rapid transit service between
midnight and 5:00 a.m.

It is proposed that the Boston and Maine freight operation enter
the northbound (outward) rapid transit track, through the connec-
tion just south of Edgeworth previously mentioned, after midnight
and leave the rapid transit tracks either at this point or at Wake-
field Junction before 5:00 a.m. This operation would be interlocked
to insure that all rapid transit equipment is off the line, the over-
head catenary de-energized and other protective devices noted below
made effectual before the railroad operation starts, and that the
freight operation is off the line before rapid transit operation sta

Because of the considerably greater width of even ordinary freight

equipment than rapid transit equipment, special measures will be
required at the passenger platforms at Malden, Oak Grove, Wyom-
ing, Melrose, Melrose Highlands and Greenwood. These will be
required only on the northbound (outward) side as it is proposed
to confine the Boston and Maine freight operation to this track
except, when necessary, to cross to the other side to some industries
at Oak Grove and Wakefield Junction.

It is proposed that at these points the fixed portion of the plat-
forms be located to clear the freight equipment with movable por-
tions to extend the platform to proper location during rapid transit
operation. These would be remote-controlled and interlocked to|
insure their withdrawal during the period of freight operation.

In view of the predominantly residential nature of the area,
traversed by this segment, together with the local zoning regulations,
it does not appear that there will be any substantial increase in need
for rail freight service in Territory 11.
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Territory TIL Wakefield Junction to Route 128.

The Boston and Maine Railroad does not serve any industries or
shippers in this territory. There are shippers in Wakefield im-
mediately north of Wakefield Junction but these will be served as
part of the freight operation previously discussed in Territory 11.

The Boston and Maine Railroad does, however, find it absolutely
essential to use this line for the movement of special high and wide
loads. Movement of such loads, which can move only by rail be-
cause of size and weight, is an essential service furnished by the
*ailroad to industry and the public notably the General Electric

Company of Lynn
Such shipments now operate over the entire line, but with im-

provement of clearances on other Boston and Maine connecting
lines, necessity for movement on this line can be restricted to Terri-
tory 111. It is proposed to install gauntlet tracks to provide clear-
ance for these shipments at Wakefield and at Route 128 Stations, if

rv

In summary, this appears to be a satisfactory solution t
problem. As these movements are not of regular occurren
would not be a serious problem if in the future it becomes desirabl

Review of the Recommendations made with Regard to Pro-
posed Additional Facilities and Appraisal of their

Interrelated Efficiency and Adequacy.

Proposed Additional Facil
A. proper evaluation of bus routes, with due regard to their rc--

—_ —_
>

—~
"

•lationship to rapid transit, is a most important consideration. Radial
and circumferential routes should provide proper feeder service to
rapid transit located on restricted rights-of-way, to encourage a
pattern of travel which would reduce congestion within the central
business district. Radial routes, wherever possible, should ter-
minate at rapid transit termini outside congested city areas.
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ideration be given to the elimin-
th substitution of buses in their

The recommendation that cor
ation of all trackless trolleys, v
place, is well made. The abandonment of Station as pro-
posed, makes this a matter of urgent importance. Bus rout

)uld be studied to transport passengers, Avho now use Everett
Station, to either Sullivan Square or other stations along the ex-
tension

VI.
Opinions and Appraisals, Where Pertinent, with Regard toJ

(a) Estimated Scheduled Running Time,
(b) Estimated Project Cost,
(c) Conclusions.

Opinions and Appraisals.
(a ) Estimated Scheduled Running Time.
The scheduled running time from the proposed terminal at Route

128 to Sullivan Square is computed at 20 minutes, assuming 15-
second station stops xvith a maximum speed of 40 miles per hour.
Should the connection between the M. T. A. service at Sullivan
Square to the Boston and Maine Railroad be made as suggested in
this report, the running time would be reduced to 183d> minutes.

(6) Estimated Project Cost.
The estimated cost of the structural Avork, as given in the M. T. A.

report, is substantially correct. Hoxvever, the recommendation to
extend the platforms to accommodate 6-car trains would add ap-
proximately $70,000 to the cost. To add tAvo escalators at Route
128 Station as recommended in this report would cost $120,000.
Construction of the single island platform in lieu of two side plat-
forms Avould result in a reduction in cost. This minor saxang, how-
ever, has not been considered in this report. Thus, the total of the
estimated increased cost is $190,000. In the M. T. A. report, the,
total of the detailed estimated cost of this project is $14,800,000|
or $15,000,000 in round figures. Therefore, with the increase of
$190,000 the adjusted total does not increase the estimated project
cost of $15,000,000.

The estimate does not include the cost of acquiring real estate
for parking areas, if found necessary. The cost of operation and
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maintenance of the parking areas will undoubtedly be covered by a
reasonable parking charge. Nor does the estimate include reim-
bursement to the Boston and Maine Railroad for the use of its
tracks and right-of-way. This charge is subject to negotiation be-
tween the state authorities and the Boston and Maine Railroad.

(c) Conclusions.
The ultimate judgment of the value of this project must be based

on the financial results of the operation and the general relief it may
provide for the area, both in terms of convenience to the people

of congestion of traffic in the central business district.
To make this evaluation, an estimate of the annual cost of opera-

tion of this extension and estimates of annual operating revenue
were prepared on the basis of 80,000 passengers during a weekday
at a 20-cent, 30-cent, and 40-cent fare.

Annual Cost f Operation.

A extending present
,d 3.000

3.000A if I:Ilt

Net Mi 4,850,000

Cost of 4,850.000 car miles at $.4 $1,940,000

L
1195,990

394,250
,t-of-way and 60,000Xt

Tot 590,240

Dis f I 20.000Operating Costs

Net Total 82,570,240

TAnnual Op AT e

Bi P, Rever
20- 80,000 x $.20 x 300 = $4,800,000

far 80,000 x 5.30 x 300 = 17,200,000
iO-i 80,000 x 1.40 x 300 = $0,600,000

r

t

‘1

;r

Station Red
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Annual Carrying Charges on Capital Expenditi

Assi n /

arr30

For
15,000,000 @ .04005 = $000,750

9,800,000 @ .05610 = 549,780

Total Annual Carrying Charges . $1 ; 150,53^,
figures are consistent with present M. T. A. financing costs. However, if another agency were to

[uir

Summary on Basis of 80,000 Passeng

a i nn ia
Annual Cost Annual Carry- I Annual NetAnnual Revenue. 0 f Qpora tj011< ing Charges. I Income.Charges. I I

11.15C4,8C

3,1,150,

The estimate of 80,000 passengers was made on the assumption
that the fare would remain at 20 cents. If the fare increased to 30
or 40 cents there undoubtedly will be a reduction in that figure. It
is difficult to assess the reduction that may occur.

Assuming that it may be reduced to 60,000 passengers and fur-
ther assuming that the same frequency of service and the same
number of cars are used, the following summary would result:

Summary on Basis of 60,000 Passengers without Reduction of Operating
Cost

Annual Cost Annual Carry- Annual NetAnnual ReveAE of Operation. ing Charges. Income

$5,400,000 | $2,570,240 I $1,150,530 $1,679,230 8240

7,200,000 2,570,240 i 1,150.530 3,479,2304<
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Estimated Effect of This Proposal on the North Station
Area and Lechmere Viaduct,

In order to evaluate the impact upon the North Station area and
Lechmere Viaduct of the extension of rapid transit operation from
Sullivan Square to Route 128 other portions of the rapid transit
operation must be considered together with the possibility for highly
desirable improvements and changes in service which would be made
possible by the proposed extension.

Under the present system of operation only a relatively small
proportion of the riders who use public transportation start or end
their trips at the extreme ends of the rapid transit portion of the
system. The great majority begin or end their trips on surface
transportation, mainly motor buses. Of necessity these bus lines at
present fan out from the existing termini at Everett, Sullivan Square,
Lechmere and Harvard Square.

A basic principle for efficient mass transportation is to provide,
as far as possible, a means of rapid transit to and from the central
business district, which operates on a right-of-way that does not
contribute to congestion. The present pattern of public transpor-
tation violates this principle flagrantly.

For a very large proportion of the travelling public total travel
f is on surface transportation in a
ient with all of the other vehicles

time to and from the central cit
lock step of stop and go mover
which are seeking ingress or egres
little public transportation aval
travel.

5. Furthermore, there is relatively
able for lateral or circumferential

The proposed extension from Sullivan Square to Route 128,
particularly if supplemented by modest extensions to other points,
would permit a radical change in the supporting service. With
these supporting lines operated on a more or less circumferential
layout, rather than radial, contacting various stations on the rapid
transit lines, the total travel time for passengers to and from the
central city would be greatly reduced. The greater comfort of travel
on rapid transit vehicles coupled with the reduced travel time would
greatly enhance the attractiveness of the service. In addition,
these circumferential routes with proper transfer service, would meet
the travel need outside the core of the central city to a substantial
degree.

VII.
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The relatively small proportion of people who now travel over
the Lechmere Viaduct, who are in fact bound to or from points in
close proximity to the present terminus at Lechmere Square, might
well be accommodated by surface buses.

If the Washington Street Tunnel were extended north of the
Charles River, the results would be positive and of startling mag-
nitude. Any extension of the tunnel to Sullivan Square would ac-
tivate a rebirth of the Charlestown area for both commercial and
residential development which would have far-reaching results.

The subject matter in this section of the report affects the entire
North Terminal area and should seriously be considered and studied
in detail when a study of this area is undertaken.

A statement at this time on the impact of the proposed extension
upon the North Station area and Lechmere Viaduct, without an
over-all study of the needs of this area for travel to and from the
central business district of Boston, together with a study of exist-
ing facilities, would be unrealistic.

Conclusions.

On the basis of 40,000 riders who would use the extension and
assuming that the usual 30 per cent of the total travel would occur
in the peak rush hours, space for approximately 12,300 additional
passengers must be provided. To provide for this additional traffic
it would be desirable to extend in full the present service through
Sullivan Square Station to Route 128 without cutting of trains.
As the traffic volume increases it may be necessary to reduce head-
way time. The population growth factor for the area is not unduly
high as has been estimated in various studies made.

The analysis of passenger potential does not include off-peak
occasional passengers nor does it include future increases in travel
due to population growth. Furthermore, no consideration was
given to the fact that frequently there are more than one rider in
family units. The Boston area has a high incidence of women em-
ployees, but, due to the difficulty of making a realistic appraisal of |
such travel from the suburbs, no attempt was made to evaluate the
total.

A careful review and study of the Report of the Metropolitan
Transit Authority dated December 8, 1960, dealing with the ex-
tension of the M. T. A. service from Sullivan Square Station to
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Route 128 at Reading by way of the existing tracks and right-of-
way of the Boston and Maine Railroad, reveal the project to be
entirely feasible and practical.

The following recommendations are made with a view toward
improving operating conditions on the extension and the feeder
service to passengers:

2. Study the entire Sullivan Square Station area in an effort to
improve the existing unsatisfactory operating conditions and to
improve the entire area in general.

3. Construct an island platform at the Route 128 terminal and
install escalators at all the stairways leading to the overhead pas-

ageway

4. With the elimination of the Everett Station, passengers who
now use the terminal will be without adequate service to stations
on the proposed extension. Therefore, as recommended in the
M. T. A. report, studies should be made for new bus routes to pro-
vide the service needed. This will perhaps require the elimination
of the trolley buses to avoid construction of a major catenary
power supply system.

5. Provision should be made for sufficient storage for rapid transit
cars beyond Route 128 to reduce to a minimum the operation of
non-revenue mileage.

6. Make available the two car parking areas at the Route 128
terminal immediately upon initial operation of the extension and
if possible retain additional areas for future expansion.

7. A survey made at each of the grade crossings during the rush
hour, under the present Boston and Maine operation, indicated
there was no hardship to automobile traffic. The Boston and
Maine at one time operated, without difficulty, on a schedule
which provided more frequent service. The number of vehicles
delayed at each train crossing would not differ materially, but the
frequency of the delays would be greater.

Recommendations.

l. Increase the length of the station platforms to accommodate
6-car trains.




